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A Novel Design Flow for Dummy Fill Using
Boolean Mask Operations
Tseng-Chin Luo, Mango C.-T. Chao, Philip A. Fisher, and Chun-Ren Kuo

Abstract—Dummy fill has been demonstrated to be an effective
technique to reduce process variation and improve manufacturability for advanced integrated circuit (IC) designs. However,
the computation load, often several days for a realistic IC
design, is a significant portion of the cycle time for delivering
first silicon on new or modified designs. In this paper, we
propose a novel design flow and dummy-fill algorithm based
on Boolean operations, which greatly improves computational
efficiency and pattern density uniformity, and enables dummy
generation to be combined with the mask-preparation Boolean
operations performed by the mask-fabrication facility. Mask
data preparation can be performed in parallel with dummy
generation and post-dummy simulation checks at the design
house, resulting in improved first-silicon cycle time. Experimental
results demonstrate these benefits in the context of an advanced
foundry process technology.
Index Terms—Boolean operation, dummy fill.

I. Introduction
S PROCESS technologies continually scale, the process
variation due to each process step has greatly increased
and has gradually become one of the most critical factors
for integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing. In order to reduce
the level of process variability, several physical-design techniques have been proposed to constrain or modify the original
IC layout for improved manufacturability. Such design-formanufacturability (DFM) techniques include: 1) symmetry or
matching constraints [1], [2], which can reduce the potential
voltage offset and power-supply rejection ratio for analog
circuits; 2) via doubling [3], [4] and wire spreading [5], [6],
which can lower the impact of random defects by adding
redundancy; 3) microregularity constraints, such as single
orientation of critical dimension (CD) lines and constant poly
pitch, for resolution enhancement technique compatibility [7];
and 4) dummy fill, which inserts dummy layout patterns
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(which are not electrically active) into the design layout to
improve pattern uniformity and thereby improve the uniformity of planarization, stress balance, and thermal anneal. In
this paper, we will focus on improvements to the dummy-fill
algorithm and its use in the design flow.
Conventional dummy fill requires two steps. The first step
is to define the layout pattern of dummy cells [8]– [11],
which usually follows the guidance of IC foundries based on
their process characteristics. The second step is the dummycell placement, which places the defined dummy cells into
the empty space of a design layout to balance its feature
density. Several algorithms for dummy-cell placement have
been proposed according to various density models, such
as interlayer dielectric (ILD), chemical mechanical polishing
(CMP) models [12]– [14], Cu CMP models [15], [16], and a
hybrid model combining both CMP and electroplating topography models [17].
Fig. 1(a) shows the conventional design and tape-out flow,
in which the dummy fill is applied by the design house
after the design layout has passed design rule checking
(DRC) and layout versus schematic check (LVS), resulting
in the final graphic database system (GDS) file to be delivered to a IC foundry for tape-out (hereafter, the “tapeout GDS file”). After the dummy cells are placed into the
layout, a final simulation verification (the post-dummy simulation step) is performed, and the tape-out GDS file is
sent to an IC foundry, which then performs the following
steps: 1) computation of the corresponding mask layers;
2) visual inspection of the mask layer data, commonly referred
to as “Jobview,” and optical proximity correction (OPC); and
3) generation of the reticle set for wafer processing. Traditionally, particularly for technologies up to 65 nm, the post-dummy
simulation is generally used only as a safety verification
check to assess small changes in the design performance due
to parasitics and layout-dependent effects introduced by the
dummy patterns. Unless serious timing impact is observed,
the results of this simulation very rarely drive modifications to
the original design before tape-out because repeated iterations
of layout-change, dummy-fill, and simulation are costly in
terms of both design cycle time and computational overhead.
In this design flow, although the design is known to be
functional after DRC and LVS, before wafer processing can
begin, several days must be spent on dummy generation
and post-dummy simulation. Furthermore, the GDS file size
increases dramatically with the addition of dummy patterns,
often by a factor of 10 or more, particularly for advanced
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Fig. 1. Conventional dummy fill versus proposed dummy fill. Units of t.u. are arbitrary units of time, on the order of 24 h, although precise execution times
of course vary for different facilities.

process technologies. This large GDS file is often difficult
to handle, and dummy generation by typical algorithms and
post-dummy simulation is often a large computational load
for the workstations used by a typical design house for DRC
and LVS.
It should be noted that although generally all design modifications are based on performance simulations before dummy
fill, for high-performance designs in advanced technologies below 65 nm, the parasitic impact of dummy patterns on product
performance may potentially be large enough to require at least
minor layout modification, and possibly one or more iteration
of layout change, dummy fill, and simulation. Although such
cases are relatively rare in the authors’ experience, if multiple
iterations of layout change and post-dummy simulation were
required, the benefits of our proposed algorithm would in
fact be multiplied because each iteration would benefit from
the improved computational efficiency and database hierarchy.
However, in order to make our discussion applicable to the
largest range of design cases, we focus on the case where only
a single post-dummy simulation is required, while noting that
the benefits of our proposed method are multiplicative in the
rare cases where multiple iterations are needed.
Although the use of Boolean operations for computation
of mask layers from the “tape-out GDS” has been common
practice for many technology generations, to the best of our
knowledge, this paper is the first report of successful use of
Boolean operations to accelerate dummy-pattern generation
for advanced logic technologies, while simultaneously achieving improvements in layout density uniformity and a more

rapid tape-out flow. In this paper, we propose a novel design
and tape-out flow illustrated in Fig. 1(b). In our proposed flow,
the dummy-fill operation is greatly simplified by defining the
dummy fill in terms of Boolean operations (hereafter, referred
to as Boolean dummy fill). Instead of performing the dummy
fill by repeatedly searching for regions of empty space in
the design layout and inserting predefined dummy cells, as
is commonly practiced in the conventional flow, we perform
the dummy fill by applying proper Boolean operations similar
to those that are already used to compute the mask layers
based on the tape-out GDS. In other words, the dummy fill
in the proposed flow is performed by the same method as
the computation of mask layers by the IC foundry. Thus, the
dummy generation may be merged with mask computation
Booleans and may be performed by the foundry. Because the
Boolean operations for dummy fill are much simpler than those
typically required for mask computation, they represent only a
negligible additional computational load, as foundries typically
have the computational resources appropriate to the much
more complicated mask computation and OPC operations.
In advanced technology nodes beyond 65 nm, most design
houses perform timing checks both before and after dummy
fill to insure chip performance because the dummy fill may
introduce a significant parasitic capacitance load on the main
circuit patterns. The parasitic capacitance change after dummy
fill depends mainly on two factors: 1) dummy cell geometry,
and 2) the distance between the dummy cells and the main
circuit pattern. As a result, dummy-fill operations have the
potential to affect chip timing and this effect becomes more
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significant in more advanced technology nodes because more
and increasingly complex dummy patterns are required for the
optimization of process variation. Generally, the performance
impact of the dummy patterns results in a simple performance shift, but does not result in changes to either design
layout or dummy fill. The post-dummy simulation is thus
generally a necessary safety check to insure that the design
delivers adequate performance, but rarely drives changes in the
database. However, for demanding high-performance designs,
in principle, it is possible that the results of post-dummy
simulations may result in one or more iterations of either
design layout change or fine-tuning of the dummy generation
to compensate for timing impact. Our proposed method would
remain beneficial even in such cases. The main benefit of our
method is due to: 1) the database retaining a high degree
of hierarchy when the dummy fill is performed, and 2) the
use of Boolean operations rather than an iterative algorithm
to perform the dummy fill. Our proposed method permits
fine-tuning of dummy cell geometry to the same degree as
conventional dummy fill, while still retaining the benefits of
improved hierarchy and speed of execution. If additional postdummy simulations or iterations on dummy-fill geometry are
required, our proposed method provides an even greater net
gain because each iteration can be performed more quickly on
a smaller hierarchical database.
Further efficiency can be obtained because the Boolean
dummy-fill and post-dummy simulations to assess the effect
of dummy patterns on product performance, not only incur
a much reduced computational load by the use of Boolean
dummy fill but also these tasks can be performed simultaneously with the computation of the mask layers and OPC by
the foundry, so several days of overhead can be eliminated.
Once post-dummy simulation is complete, approval for mask
fabrication (or mask release) can be communicated and mask
fabrication (or wafer processing) can proceed immediately. In
principle, the design house could completely forgo dummyfill and postsimulation, but even when it is desired, it imposes
no delay in the tape-out flow. Although the work of [19]
demonstrated a dummy-insertion flow with some features
that are present in our proposed flow, and may have been
implemented by Boolean operations, there was no detailed
discussion of the method of implementation, performance
metrics, or the use of this flow to accelerate the overall tape-out
process, and the scope was limited to adding dummy poly to
address a specific process issue in a relatively old technology
having poly spacing of ∼0.35 μm. Nevertheless, because the
work of [19] is the only previous report of a possible partial
implementation of our proposed flow of which we are aware,
similarities and differences with this paper will be specifically
addressed in the relevant sections below.
In summary, Boolean dummy fill and our proposed design and tape-out flow provides and enables the following
benefits. First, the runtime overhead of the proposed dummy
fill depends on the runtime of performing additional Boolean
mask operations among the GDS layers, which is much faster
than performing extensive GDS searching operations as is
done in conventional dummy-fill algorithms, and thus is a
smaller computational load for the design house. Second,

Fig. 2. Example of different dummy-pattern styles. (a) Griding. (b) Staggered. (c) Diamond.

Boolean dummy fill delivers improved pattern uniformity
because the pattern uniformity of the Boolean dummy fill is
not limited by the dimensions of the predefined dummy cells
as is the case with conventional dummy-fill algorithms. Third,
dummy generation and postsimulation at the design house
are performed in parallel with dummy generation, mask-layer
computation, and OPC (and potentially even mask writing),
eliminating several days of overhead from the tape-out flow,
enabling more rapid silicon verification of new or modified
designs. The experimental results below, based on advanced
process technologies will further demonstrate the efficiency
and effectiveness of the proposed design and tape-out flow
enabled by Boolean dummy fill.

II. Background
A. Long-Range Versus Short-Range Dummy Patterns
Dummy patterns can be categorized as either short-range or
long-range dummy patterns. Short-range dummy patterns are
placed close to the active patterns to eliminate potential local
process variation, such as mechanical-stress effects [18] and
proximity effects [19], [20]. The mechanical-stress effect is
caused by the lattice mismatch of different films. The level
of strain of different active regions may affect the silicon
bandgap, diffusivity of impurities, and mobility, and thus may
result in variation of devices’ threshold voltage, transconductance, saturation drain current, and off-state drain current, even
though the CDs of the devices are the same [18]. Dummy
patterns can be inserted as stress buffers to balance this
mechanical stress. The optical proximity effect is generated
by optical diffraction during lithography such that the CD
of an isolated layout pattern may be different from that of a
nominally identical pattern in a dense layout. To resolve this
proximity effect, dummy patterns with comparable dimensions
and regular spacing must be inserted in the immediate neighborhood of isolated active patterns. Thus, the dimensions of
short-range dummy patterns are relatively small [19], [20].
On the other hand, long-range dummy patterns are placed
at a greater distance from the active patterns to eliminate potential global process variations caused by unbalanced layout
density and low layout uniformity over distances of several
micrometers or tens of micrometers. The sources of such
longer range process variation include thermal anneal (rapid
thermal annealing, Flash, and Laser) [21], CMP [9], [22], and
etch microloading [9], [23]. Since the length scale associated
with these process variations is larger, the dimensions of longrange dummy pattern cells are relatively large.
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B. Dummy-Pattern Style
Fig. 2 shows different layout styles of dummy patterns. The
first style (also the most conventional one) is the grid style, in
which dummy patterns are placed in identical rectangles and
aligned in the Y -direction with a fixed X-direction spacing.
The second style is the staggered style, in which rectangular
patterns in adjacent columns are placed with a fixed offset
in the Y -direction. The staggered style results in more uniform fluid dynamics and reduces the competition for etch
reactants to achieve a more uniform etch rate, and thus this
style is preferred for reducing microloading effects [9]. The
third style is the diamond-shape style, in which the dummy
patterns are identical diamond shapes and placed with fixed
spacing. This diamond-shape style is most commonly used
for dummy metals because it minimizes the effective coupling
capacitance [10]. The choice of the dummy-pattern style
is determined by the characteristics of the adopted process
technology and may differ for different IC foundries.
Note that the example shown in Fig. 2 is only for one GDS
layer. In practice, dummy patterns are simultaneously added
into different layers, such as poly, diffusion, and metal. Thus,
dummy patterns are required for each corresponding layer. In
fact, the dummy patterns for both poly and diffusion layers
are designed and inserted simultaneously. The dummy pattern
for metal layers are designed and inserted independently from
the poly and diffusion layers.
C. Computation of Mask Layers Using Boolean Operations
Boolean operations have been widely used for IC mask
generation [24], [25]. When the GDS file of a design is sent to
an IC foundry or mask vendor, all the mask layers must first
be computed by Boolean operations from the tape-out GDS
layers (often referred to as the computer-aided design layers).
Note that the number of GDS layers present in a typical tapeout GDS file is around 20, whereas the number of mask layers
in a typical CMOS mask set is around 40 (depending on the
specific process technology). Some mask layers, such as PW,
Ldd, and SiGe, are not present in the tape-out GDS, but can be
computed by applying Boolean mask operations (such as NOT,
OR, SIZING) on the tape-out GDS layers. In general, the runtime
of computing a mask layer is less than 1 h. This runtime is only
a small portion of the entire process of mask-set generation,
whose computation time is dominated by OPC. To perform
OPC on one mask layer may take days for large advanced
designs.

III. Boolean-Operation Dummy Fill
A. Overall Flow
According to the design flow shown in Fig. 1(b), the
proposed Boolean dummy fill is performed at the same time as
the mask layers are computed from the GDS layers. In other
words, with Boolean dummy fill, it is no longer necessary to
search for empty space in the design layout and insert dummy
cells as in the conventional flow. Instead, proper Boolean
mask operations must be designed for directly generating the
corresponding mask layers with dummy patterns inserted. In

Fig. 3.

Steps of the proposed Boolean-operation dummy fill.

principle, the responsibility for performing dummy fill can
be transferred from design houses to IC foundries, where
it is performed much more efficiently as part of the masklayer Boolean operations. Design houses need only provide
their verified design layout without the addition of dummy
patterns, and the IC foundries can proceed as suggested in the
flow of Fig. 1(b). If postsimulation is required, the design
house can perform the small subset of the mask Boolean
operations that perform the dummy fill, and carry out postdummy simulation while the foundry is performing the OPC
computations for the first layers in the process flow. This
achieves the following benefits. First, less computation time
is required at the design house due to the improved computational efficiency of Boolean dummy generation. Second,
the computation time for dummy generation and post-dummy
simulation at the design house is no longer a bottleneck in
the tape-out flow due to the parallel generation of dummy
patterns at the design house and foundry. Third, the size
of the tape-out GDS file transmitted from the design house
to the foundry is dramatically reduced, so this transmission
delay becomes negligible. Since the runtime of computing the
additional Boolean operations for dummy fill is far less than
that of the original Boolean operations used to compute the
mask layers, there is relatively little additional computational
overhead at the foundry.
The following are the input and output of the proposed
Boolean-operation dummy fill.
1) Input.
a) Active patterns in the tape-out GDS file provided
by the design house.
b) The dummy-pattern style of both long-range and
short-range dummy patterns.
c) The spacing between the active patterns and
dummy patterns.
d) The placement range (distance to the active pattern) of short-range and long-range dummy patterns.
2) Output.
a) A set of Boolean mask operations that can generate the mask layers with dummy patterns inserted.
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B. Detailed Steps of Boolean-Operation Dummy Fill
Fig. 3 lists the six steps used in the proposed Booleanoperation dummy fill, including: 1) dummy-tile spreading;
2) identifying active-pattern regions; 3) generating nonoverlapping dummy patterns; 4) jog removal; 5) small-island removal;
and 6) combining active patterns and dummy patterns. The
details of each step are presented in the following sections.
Steps 1–4 and 6 were performed by a single Mentor Calibre
script. For reasons of convenience, Step 5 was performed by
a separate script as will be explained below, but the entire
flow could easily be performed by a single integrated script,
which would result in runtime reductions even greater than
those we report here. GDS file format is used throughout the
flow. Note that in the following example, we generate dummy
patterns only on the poly layer and use only the short-range
dummy cells. A similar method can be applied to generate
dummy patterns for other layers. We will later show how to
generate dummy patterns with the use of both short-range
and long-range dummy cells simultaneously. A similar flow
for dummy poly insertion is described in [19] in a successful
addition of dummy poly patterns to reduce the difference in
contact ILD deposition and etch behaviors between gates with
neighboring gates on both sides and gates with no neighboring
gate on one side. Our flow and the flow in [19] both exploit:
1) dummy-tile spreading; 2) identifying active-pattern region;
3) generating nonoverlapping dummy patterns; 4) jog removal;
5) small-island removal; and 6) combining active patterns
and dummy patterns; these steps may have been implemented
using Boolean operations, but [19] does not state the software tool (e.g., Mentor Calibre) or algorithm (e.g., Boolean
operation or search algorithm) used to implement the flow in
their work. Because the flow of [19] begins with identifying
the poly-edge candidates for dummy pattern addition prior
to dummy-tile spreading, it appears probable that a search
algorithm was employed in this paper for this initial step.
Furthermore, the algorithm implemented in [19] appeared to be
insufficiently robust for fully automated use, because the flow
in [19] explicitly included a final step where the layout after
dummy insertion must again be searched for noncompliant
poly edges, and these must be edited manually. This final
search of the database after dummy insertion is likely to
incur substantial computational overhead. Finally, [19] was
implemented on a relatively old technology (having poly pitch
of ∼0.35 μm), and the scope appears to be limited to the
addition of dummy poly patterns to address a specific process
issue, without a discussion of the computational overhead or
optimization of the implementation algorithm. Our paper is
broadly applicable to multiple sizes of dummy patterns on
multiple layers and has been successfully used in a fully
automated mode on multiple customer products; here-in we
will show that implementation by Boolean operation achieves
superior computational performance, improved pattern uniformity, and accelerated tape-out compared to the current stateof-the-art dummy-insertion tool provided by a major foundry.
1) Dummy-Tile Spreading: The objective of the dummytile spreading is to generate the dummy patterns (short-range
or long-range) for the entire poly, diffusion, or metal layer.

Fig. 4.

Dummy-tile design.

Those full-layer dummy patterns are then used as the operands
of the Boolean mask operations to compute the final physical
dummy patterns. This full-layer dummy pattern is generated by
duplicating the predefined dummy tile over the entire design
window. The predefined dummy tile is designed according
to the adopted dummy-pattern style. Fig. 4 shows examples
of designing the corresponding dummy tile for dummy-tile
spreading. Once the dummy tile is defined, this layout spreading can be easily performed by a commercial layout tool, such
as Virtuoso, Laker, or Mentor Calibre, as was used in this
paper.
2) Identifying Active-Pattern Region: Before generating
the final dummy patterns, it is first necessary to identify the
active-pattern region and eliminate this region from the fulllayer dummy pattern. This active-pattern region includes the
area of the active patterns as well as the spacing between the
active patterns and dummy patterns, which can be computed
by (1). Note that when calculating the active-pattern region
for dummy poly patterns, the active patterns should include
both poly and diffusion patterns since a poly dummy line
cannot overlap with active diffusion patterns. The active metal
patterns are excluded from the above active-pattern region. In
the following discussion, GDS layer IDs (PO;0) and (PO;1)
represent the active patterns and the dummy patterns on the
poly layer, respectively. (AA;0) and (AA;1) represent the
active patterns and the dummy patterns on the diffusion layer,
respectively, as follows:
(AA;0 or PO;0) sizing s1 .

(1)

In (1), (PO;0 or AA:0) represents the union of active poly
patterns and active diffusion patterns. The (sizings1 ) operation
enlarges the designated patterns by s1 μm, where s1 denotes
the minimum spacing between active patterns and dummy
patterns.
3) Generating Nonoverlapping Dummy Pattern: In this
step, we compute the final dummy patterns, denoted as DP,
by eliminating the active-pattern region from the full-layer
dummy pattern. Equation (2) lists the corresponding Boolean
operations as follows:
DP = PO;1 not ((AA;0 or PO;0) sizing s1 ).

(2)

Note that the operation “NOT” represents the difference
operation. The output of the operation (A not B) is the layout
patterns that are in A but do not overlap with the patterns in
B.
4) Jog Removal: After eliminating the active-pattern region from the full-layer dummy patterns, some jog patterns or
small-island patterns may exist among the dummy patterns as
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Example of the jog removal.

shown in Fig. 5(a). The jog patterns and small-island patterns
could become a source of defectivity during wafer processing,
resulting in degraded yield [26]. In addition, these small-island
patterns also significantly increase the computational overhead
of the OPC due to their irregular shapes.
The objective of the current step is to remove the jog
patterns from the dummy patterns by using the following
Boolean operations. First, (3) is used to shrink the dummy
patterns by x μm, where x = w2 − u, w represents the width of
the adopted dummy pattern, and u represents the minimum
layout unit. The minus sign used in the sizing operation
denotes shrinking the feature size. As illustrated in Fig. 5(b),
after performing (3), the jog patterns completely disappear and
the original regular patterns have been reduced to the minimum
permitted dummy feature width as follows:
DP SIZING -x.

(3)

Next, (4) is used to enlarge the shrunk patterns by x μm.
Since the jog patterns have already been eliminated, (4) simply
restores the regular patterns back to their original size as
illustrated in Fig. 5(c), and hence obtains dummy patterns
without jogs (denoted as DP− JR) as follows:
DP− JR = (DP sizing -x) sizing x.

(4)

In other words, by applying both (3) and (4), any pattern
with a width less than w will be eliminated and the other
patterns are unchanged.
5) Small-Island Removal: The next step focuses on removing the small-island patterns, i.e., the patterns whose area is
smaller than the minimum area permitted by the design rules
of the particular process technology. The previously described
jog removal can only eliminate the patterns whose width is
smaller than a predefined constraint, but in many process
technologies a shape with dimensions exceeding the minimum
permitted width may still be forbidden by a minimum area
design rule. Thus, small-island removal is performed by a
Mentor Calibre DRC script, which identifies and removes all
such small-island patterns. This step was performed by a DRC
script that was separate from the main Calibre script used
for the other Boolean operations only because such a DRC
script was conveniently available. Performing this step with
a separate script caused additional runtime overhead because
the GDS output of the jog-removal operation was flattened for
input into the small-island-removal script, but its runtime was
still much faster than conventional dummy insertion as shown
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 6. Example of Boolean-operation dummy fill using only short-range
dummy patterns.

6) Combining Active Patterns and Dummy Patterns: The
final step is to combine the generated dummy patterns with
the active patterns (PO;0) by using the Boolean operation OR.
Equation (5) shows the Boolean operations combining all the
above steps, which can generate the final poly layer combining
the dummy patterns and the active patterns as follows:

=

DP− JR or (AA; 0 or PO; 0)
(((PO; 1 not ((AA; 0 or PO; 0) sizing s1 ))
sizing − x) sizing x) or (AA; 0 or PO; 0).

(5)

7) Example: Fig. 6 shows an example of applying the
proposed Boolean-operation dummy fill with only short-range
dummy patterns. In this example, the result and the Boolean
operations for each step are shown as subfigures. The active
pattern used in this example is an inverter.
C. Dummy Fill With Long and Short-Range Dummy Patterns
In the following section, the use of Boolean-operation
dummy fill to simultaneously place both long-range and shortrange dummy patterns is demonstrated. Again, the example
used is the case of generating dummy poly, but the dummy
patterns for other layers can be obtained in a similar manner. In
the following discussion, (PO;1) and (PO;2) represent the fulllayer dummy patterns after dummy-tile spreading for the shortrange dummy pattern and the long-range dummy pattern, respectively. The dummy generation is determined by the following parameters: s1 represents the minimum spacing between
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active pattern and short-range dummy patterns, s2 represents
the farthest distance outside the active-pattern region, where
a short-range dummy pattern can be placed, and s3 represents
the minimum spacing between the short-range patterns and the
long-range patterns. These three parameters are determined by
the selected process technology and predefined as inputs of the
Boolean dummy fill.
The Boolean dummy fill including both long-range and
short-range dummy patterns, illustrated in Fig. 7, follows
the same steps shown in Fig. 3, but the step of generating
nonoverlapping dummy patterns is slightly more complicated
than that described in Section III-B3. Short-range dummy
patterns can only be placed within a distance s1 and a distance
(s1 +s2 ) of the active patterns. Thus, to compute the short-range
dummy patterns, the short-range dummy patterns excluding
the active-pattern region are generated by using (6), where
the ((AA:0 or PO;0) sizing s1 ) represents the active-pattern
region. The resulting patterns are denoted as SRD− in and
illustrated in Fig. 7(c) as follows:
SRD− in = PO; 1 not ((AA : 0 or PO; 0) sizing s1 ).

(6)

Of course a simple modification of (6) permits different values of s1 for AA:0 and PO;0 layers, if required, but generally
the same value can be used because the spacing of these two
layers follows a fixed relationship set by the technology design
rules. Second, the short-range dummy patterns placed outside
the feasible range of the short-range patterns are generated by
(7), where ((AA:0 or PO;0) sizing (s1 + s2 )) forms the largest
region within which short-range dummy patterns can be placed
around the active patterns. This pattern, denoted SRD− out, is
illustrated in Fig. 7(d) as follows:
SRD− out = PO; 1 not ((AA : 0 or PO; 0)
sizing (s1 + s2 )).

(7)

From the above intermediate results, the final short-range
dummy patterns, denoted as SRD, are calculated by eliminating SRD− out from SRD− in as shown in (8). Fig. 7(e)
illustrates the resulting SRD as follows:
SRD = SRD− in not SRD− out.

(8)

Next, the long-range dummy patterns need to be placed
outside the region that is at a distance s3 from the shortrange patterns, i.e., (s1 + s2 + s3 ) a distance from the active
patterns. Thus, the long-range dummy patterns, denoted as
LRD, are obtained by eliminating the invalid region from the
full-layer long-range dummy patterns as shown in (9). Fig. 7(f)
illustrates the resulting LRD as follows:
LRD = PO;2 not ((AA:0 or PO;0) sizing (s1 + s2 + s3 )) .
(9)
Finally, the final poly dummy patterns, denoted as FPD, can
be computed by combining SDR and LRD as shown in (10).
Fig. 7(g) illustrates the final poly dummy patterns as follows:
FPD = SDR or LRD.

(10)

Fig. 7(h) illustrates the final poly layer including both
dummy and active patterns.

Fig. 7. Example of Boolean-operation dummy fill using both short-range
and long-range dummy patterns.

Note that the above discussion focused primarily on the
steps required for generating nonoverlapping dummy patterns.
The Boolean operations used for jog removal were omitted in
order to simplifying the illustration. In practice, the complete
Boolean operations required for dummy fill with both shortrange and long-range dummy patterns are actually more than
those listed in the above equations and Fig. 7.
D. Dummy Cell Initial Definition for Optimizing Layout
Density Uniformity
In the above discussion, Boolean dummy insertion has
been described for the case where a single set of shortrange and long-range dummy cells is utilized throughout the
chip, following the standard practice for conventional dummy
pattern insertion. It will be shown by our experimental results
that even with this constraint, Boolean dummy insertion delivers improved cross-chip pattern density uniformity. However,
because Boolean dummy insertion is performed by simple
chip-level Boolean operations, further optimization of layout
density uniformity can be achieved by the appropriate initial
definition of different dummy cells for different regions of
the chip based on an initial survey of the layout density of the
tape-out GDS. Before beginning the Boolean dummy insertion
flow, the tape-out GDS is surveyed and the layout density is
calculated for each rectangular subsection of the chip as shown
in Fig. 8, where the size of the subsection is determined by
process technology requirements. Then, short-range (and, if
necessary, long-range) dummy cells can be initially defined
with layout densities determined by the initial layout density
of each subsection in the tape-out GDS. These cells can either
be defined to attempt to achieve a target layout density or may
simply be adjusted to tighten the statistical distribution of the
layout density. In either case, the easy application of Boolean
dummy insertion, utilizing dummy cells based on the initial
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TABLE I
Resulting GDS File Size and Runtime for
Conventional Dummy Fill
Chip Size
GDS File Size (Byte)
(μm2 )
Before fill (a) After fill (b)
Memory
3800×4000 29 818 306 1 684 161 736
Mix− signal 2200×660 191 690 752 2 526 404 608
Logic1
2200×6240 39 909 376
930 647 608
Logic2
3300×3300 360 988 072 8 359 665 856
Average
Test Case

Fig. 8. Definition of dummy cells for different chip subregions based on
initial layout density.

layout density, is certain to improve layout density uniformity
even further than the improvements that are demonstrated
by our experimental results. Of course the same concept
can be applied to predefine dummy cells for conventional
search-based dummy fill algorithms, but, as noted above, the
improved computational efficiency of Boolean dummy fill
enables this technique to be applied more easily.
IV. Experimental Results
A. Conventional Dummy Fill and Test Cases
In our experiments, we compare the proposed Booleanoperation dummy fill with a conventional dummy-fill flow,
which has been applied to several product lines and is provided
to customers by a well-known IC foundry. The concept of this
conventional dummy fill is to insert the predefined dummy
cells, which are also provided by the IC foundry, into the
empty space of the design layout based on an insertion algorithm. Each predefined dummy cell has different dimensions as
well as different insertion rules. Also, the predefined dummy
cells can be designed with multiple-layer patterns and are
sorted by their cell size. When empty space is found, the
conventional dummy-fill algorithm will always try to insert the
largest dummy cell possible according to the cell’s insertion
rules. Note that the final GDS-file size is directly proportional
to the number of dummy cells inserted. Thus, by inserting
the largest possible dummy cell, the GDS-file size can be
minimized. The conventional dummy fill is implemented by
a Calibre script, and has been extensively optimized under
the constraints imposed by the need to maintain a reasonable
file size and runtime. The test cases in our experiments are
various representative products manufactured by the same IC
foundry. The test cases include a 16 MB SRAM design, a
mixed-signal design, and two logic designs developed with
an advanced process technology. All the reported results were
computed on a PC with a 2.8 GHz Opteron CPU (4 cores) and
64 GB main memory.
B. Comparison of Runtime and GDS File Size
Table I shows the results for applying the conventional
dummy fill to each test case. In Table I, column 2 lists the

Ratio Runtime
b/a
(s)
56.5x 11 619
13.2x 3653
23.3x 18 003
23.2x 4207
29.1x 9371

chip size, columns 3 and 4 list the GDS-file size before and
after applying the conventional dummy fill, respectively, and
column 5 lists the ratio of these two file sizes. Column 6
lists the runtime for applying conventional dummy fill. As
the results show, the GDS-file size may increase dramatically
(29.1X in average) after the conventional dummy fill. This
ratio ranges from 13.2X to 56.5X for different test cases and
depends on the layout density of the original design, which
in turn affects the number of dummy cells to be inserted. File
sizes for the largest test case before and after the conventional
dummy fill are 360 MB and 8.4 GB, respectively. The runtime
of the conventional dummy fill is determined by the chip size
and the number of inserted dummy cells. The longest runtime
of the examples presented here was slightly more than 5 h.
Note that the test cases used in this experiment are substantially smaller than typical present-day advanced designs.
However, the resulting GDS-file size already exceeds the
memory limitation of an average PC. In fact, we attempted
to run this experiment by reducing the main memory of the
PC from 64 GB to 16 GB, but these experiments failed to run
due to insufficient memory. This result demonstrates the large
computational overhead of conventional dummy fill. Also,
it can be expected that the GDS-file size increase by the
conventional dummy fill may become even worse in the near
future when the need of short-range patterns further increases
for more advanced processes and thus a larger number of
smaller dummy cells must be inserted. This experimental result
further demonstrates the advantage of the proposed Booleanoperation dummy fill and eliminates the need for the tape-out
GDS to contain dummy-fill patterns.
Next, Table II shows the runtime of performing the proposed
Boolean-operation dummy fill. In Table II, column 2 lists
the runtime of performing the Boolean operations only for
computing original mask layers (without dummy fill). Column
3 lists the extra runtime of performing the Boolean operations
for generating the mask layers including dummy fill, i.e.,
steps 1–4, and step 6 in Fig. 3. Column 4 lists the runtime
for applying the small-island removal Calibre script (step
5 in Fig. 3). Although in the implementation reported in
this paper, for convenience of implementation, the smallisland removal step was implemented with a separate, readily
available Calibre DRC script, which was different from the
script used for the remainder of the steps in Fig. 3, combining
all operations in Fig. 3 into a single Calibre script that is
a straightforward programming exercise. Because much of
the processing time in column 4 is due to the disruption of
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TABLE II
Runtime of the Proposed Boolean-Operation Dummy Fill

Test Case
Memory
Mix− signal
Logic1
Logic2
Average

(a) Original
Mask Layers
Operation
8265
825
4965
945
3750

(b) Dummy Fill Operations Steps 1–4 and 6
275
95
180
450
250

Fig. 9. Illustration of disruption of the GDS hierarchy of a dummy pattern
array after applying one Boolean operation.

the GDS hierarchy for input into the DRC script, a single
integrated script would have much lower execution time for
this operation. Fig. 9 illustrates the disruption of the GDS
hierarchy of an array off dummy patterns after applying one
Boolean operation.
The overall runtime overhead of the proposed dummy fill is
listed in column 5, which is the summation of columns 3 and
4. The average runtime overhead of the proposed dummy fill is
445 s, which is 1/21 of that of the conventional flow (9371 s).
This result demonstrates the efficiency of performing dummy
fill based on Boolean mask operations. In this case, the same
computing platform was used for both conventional dummy
fill and the proposed dummy fill. In practice, the computers
typically used for mask set computation and OPC are much
more powerful than the workstations generally used in design
houses. Thus, the actual runtime overhead of the proposed
dummy fill would be even shorter if performed on a computing
platform typically utilized for OPC. In addition, the additional
runtime overhead of the proposed dummy fill, on average,
is around 1/4 of that of computing the original mask layers,
which is also a small portion of the entire process of mask-set
generation when the long runtime of OPC is considered.
The different amounts of overhead for these respective
designs can be qualitatively explained by the percentage of die
area devoted to memory, logic, and mixed-signal intellectual
property (IP), respectively. For the “Memory” test case, most
of the die area consisted of high-density memory, so relatively
few dummy patterns needed to be added. As a result, the
nonoverlapping dummy pattern area (generated by step 3
of Fig. 3) is quite small, and the remaining steps in the
flow consume relatively little computation time. On the other

Proposed Flow
(c) Small-Island
Removal
68
59
540
113
195

(d) Total
=b+c
343
154
720
563
445

(%)
Overhead
(d/a)
4.2
18.7
14.5
59.6
24.3

Fig. 10. Portion of the layout of the test case Logic1 after performing the
Boolean-operation dummy fill.

extreme, for the test case “Logic 2,” a relatively large portion
of the chip area consisted of random logic with a layout style
that was not particularly dense. As a result, a relatively large
number of dummy patterns were added. Note, however, that
the small-island removal time for this case is comparable to
the memory case, because the low density layout style required
less use of small dummy cells, and thus less small-island
removal. The test case “Mix signal” had a relatively high
percentage of mixed-signal and/or radio frequency IP, and for
this IP, the dummy patterns had been drawn in the design
GDS to optimize matching and to meet electrical requirements
for some of the dummy patterns (e.g., requirements that some
dummy patterns be grounded and others be connected to power
planes). Thus, similar to the “Memory” test case, there was
a relatively small area that required dummy fill, resulting in
a small nonoverlapping dummy pattern area and a low smallisland removal time. Test case “Logic 1” utilized a layout style
of much higher density than test case “Logic 2,” so while the
amount of dummy pattern area required was not as large as
“Logic 1,” a larger number of small dummy patterns were required, resulting in a larger overhead for small-island removal.
Only in the case of “Logic 2” was the overhead more than 50%
of the computation time required for mask layer generation.
Table III shows the file sizes obtained by applying the
proposed dummy fill to each test case. Following the convention of Table I, in Table III, column 2 lists the chip size
and columns 3 and 4 list the GDS-file size before and after
applying the proposed dummy fill. The ratio of the file size
after dummy fill to before dummy fill is below 5X, which
is a relatively small rate of file size increase compared with
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Layout of the test case “Memory” after applying conventional dummy fill and Boolean-operation dummy fill, respectively.

TABLE III
Resulting GDS File Size and Runtime for the Proposed
Boolean-Operation Dummy Fill

Test Case
Memory
Mix− signal
Logic1
Logic2
Average

Chip Size
(μm2 )
3800 × 4000
2200 × 660
2200 × 6240
3300 × 3300

GDS File Size (Byte)
Before Fill (a)
After Fill (b)
29 818 306
145 272 352
191 690 752
876 345 355
39 909 376
91 074 334
360 988 072
424 575 146

Ratio
b/a
4.84x
4.57x
2.28x
1.18x
3.22x

conventional dummy fill. This small rate of increase can be
obtained because the GDSII file after the proposed dummy fill
still maintains a certain degree of hierarchy, resulting in much
less file size increase compared to conventional dummy fill
that does not take advantage of database hierarchy.
Due to increasing design complexity, in recent years, an
increasing portion of the design community is adopting OASIS file format rather than the traditional GDSII. Typically,
transitioning from GDSII to OASIS reduces database file size
by a factor of roughly 7–10X, where the exact value is a
function of the degree of cell hierarchy. Based on experience
in advanced technology tape-outs, which submit databases
in OASIS format, it has been observed that the size ratio
between GDSII and OASIS remains nearly constant before
and after dummy fill, i.e., approximately 7–10X. The benefits
we describe in this paper exist no matter which of these two
file formats is used. However, the precise size ratio between
the two formats for a given design depends on the degree of
cell hierarchy employed.

Fig. 12. Surface and contour plot of pattern density after performing the
(a) proposed Boolean and (b) traditional dummy fill.

C. Chip Layout After Dummy Fill

D. Pattern Density After Dummy Fill

Fig. 10 shows the layout of a subblock in the test case
“Logic1” after the Boolean-operation dummy fill is applied,
where both the short-range and long-range dummy patterns
can be clearly observed. Fig. 11(a) and (b) shows the layout of
the full chip and the layout of a selected region for the SRAM
test case, respectively. Fig. 11(c) and (d) shows the layouts
of the selected region after applying the conventional dummy

The pattern density of a real product chip after performing
dummy fill was extracted by the Mentor Calibre tool with a
window size of 20 × 20 μm. Fig. 12 compares the surface
and contour plots for the pattern density of the AA layer
after performing both traditional and Boolean dummy fill.
As shown, there are three major areas where active patterns
were originally present in the design. In the case of traditional

fill and the Boolean-operation dummy fill, respectively. The
uniformity of the dummy patterns in Fig. 11(d) is higher than
that in Fig. 11(c). This is because the dummy patterns are
inserted based on the unit of a dummy cell in the conventional
flow and the empty space remaining in the layout may not be
large enough to place the smallest dummy cell. This problem
can be solved by providing smaller predefined dummy cells.
However, this would almost certainly increase the runtime
and GDS file-size of the conventional flow because larger
numbers of smaller dummy cells would need to be inserted.
On the other hand, the dummy patterns in the proposed flow
are generated by eliminating the active-pattern region from a
full-layer dummy pattern, so empty space is eliminated more
effectively than in the case of the conventional flow. This
result demonstrates the high pattern uniformity achieved by
the proposed Boolean-operation dummy fill.
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dummy fill, many large changes in layout density occur in the
immediate neighborhood of the active patterns. These density
changes are caused by insufficient open area for insertion of
predefined dummy cells. However, these changes in pattern
density can be significantly reduced by the proposed Boolean
dummy fill methodology, as shown in left plot in same figure.
This improvement is primarily due to the Boolean “NOT”
Boolean following the predefined dummy cell spreading.
Dummy insertion is performed by Boolean dummy fill as long
as the open area is larger than S1 and the dummy features
pass small-island removal as described in Section III-B. In
other words, the proposed Boolean dummy-fill algorithm can
improve the chip pattern density uniformity, especially on
areas very close to active patterns, which is very difficult
to achieve using traditional dummy-insertion algorithms. It
is possible that comparable pattern density uniformity could
be achieved by the traditional algorithm by a “brute force”
approach of adding additional smaller predefined dummy cells,
but such an approach would greatly increase the algorithm
runtime as well as the file size after dummy insertion. We
further note that in this example, pattern density uniformity
was improved even when the same set of short and longrange dummy cells was utilized for the entire chip. Further
improvement is clearly possible based on an appropriate initial
definition of different dummy cells for different subregions of
the chip where the density of the dummy cells is derived from
the initial layout density, as described previously.
V. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel dummy-fill flow,
which applies Boolean mask operations to directly generate
the mask layers with dummy patterns inserted, and performs
dummy generation and mask computation at the foundry
simultaneously with dummy fill and post-dummy simulation
at the design house. The proposed flow not only improves
the efficiency of dummy generation but also eliminates the
delays in tape-out due to dummy insertion and post-dummy
simulation, and dramatically reduces the tape-out GDS file
size, enabling more rapid first silicon delivery. In comparison
with a conventional dummy-fill flow currently widely used
throughout the IC industry, the proposed dummy-fill flow
can achieve better pattern uniformity with less runtime and
smaller GDS file size. The savings in runtime and GDS file
size will be even more significant in future advanced process
technologies as more short-range dummy patterns with smaller
pattern dimensions are required.
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